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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, DC. 20460

JUN 2 4 2016

Mr. Todd Shrader
Carlsbad Field Office
U.S. Depa11ment of Energy
P.O. Box 3090
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88221-3090
Dear Mr. Shrader:
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has completed its review of work undertaken by the
Department of Energy (DOE) to qualify Station B for sampling facility exhaust from the Waste [sol at ion
Pilot Plant (WIPP). The EPA finds that with the Interim Ventilation System (IVS) added to the existing
Underground Ventilation and Filtration System (UVFS), air samples taken at Station B will continue to
accurately represent facility exhaust for the purposes of compliance with the public dose limits found at
40 CFR part 19 L Subpart A and 40 CFR part 61 , Subpart H.
The EPA has closely followed the design and construction of the WIPP Interim Ventilation System
(IVS), which adds capacity to the site's HEPA-filtered exhaust system. The EPA's primary interest in
this modification to the exhaust system is to ensure that the site retains the abi lity to accurately sample
any radionuclide emissions from the facility. Under planned operations, Station A was used to sample
facility exhaust for compliance purposes. Now that the facility operates under constant HEPA filtration ,
Station B, located downstream of the filtration system, represents facility exhaust to the environment.
When the facility began operations, single-point sampling using shrouded probes at each of these
locations was approved as an alternate sampling method under the then-current /\NSI/HPS NI 3.1-1969
standard ("Guide to Sampling Airborne Radioactive Materials in Nuclear facilities"). The WJPP's
sampling equipment was grandfathered for use at the WlPP after the ANSI standard was updated. The
modification of the exhaust system to include the IVS ret1uires that Station I3 be qualified as a sampling
point under the updated ANSI/HPS N 13 .1-1999 standard, using the same process that would be
followed for a new emissions source.
On June 3, the DOE submitted a final report to the EPA, ''Evaluation of Duct Mixing and Sampling
System for Interim Ventilation System at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant." The report describes the steps
that the site took to qualify sampling Station 13. The DOE additionall y provided supporting material,
including data from a geometrically-similar stack used in the qualification process. EPA personnel
visited the WIPP site on April 26 and 27, 2016. to observe testing that was performed to support the
quali licalion of the Station B sampling equipment. The EP J\ · s observations and review of data and
materials subn1itted by the DOE show that the DOE has identified and correctly implemented
<ippropriate methods to qualify Station B under ANSf/HPS N 13 .1 -1999 standard. Tbc EPA 's review
activities are documented in the report, "'Review of Station B Qualification and Observation of Station 13
Coefficient of Variation Testing," enclosed with this letter.
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The Agency will continue to monitor the WlPP's regulatory compliance throughout facility recovery.
Prior to the resumption of waste emplacement, the EPA will inspect the facility for compliance with
Subpart A and Subpart H, as well as commitments made under the Certification. If you have any
questions regarding this letter or the enclosed report, please contact Jonathan Walsh at (202) 343-9238.

Alan Perrin
Acting Director

Radiation Protection Division
Enclosure
cc:

George Basabilvaso, DOE/CBFO
Russ Patterson, DOE/CBFO
Alton Harris, DOE/I-IQ

Susan Spalding, EPA R6
Ricardo Maestas, NMED
EPA WIPP Team
EPA Docket

E-DOCKET: EPA-HQ-OAR-2001-0012-0467

Report:

Review of Station B Qualification
and
Observation of Station B Coefficient of Variation Testing
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WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
Center for Waste Management and Regulations
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460

June 2016
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1.0 Executive Summary
Exhaust from waste handling areas at the Department of Energy' s (DOE) Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) is sampled for radionuclides to demonstrate compliance with U.S . Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) standards. Since the February 2014 radiological release, the WIPP has
operated with all exhaust from the underground facility undergoing HEP A filtration, which
limits the volume of air that can pass through the mine. The Interim Ventilation System (IVS)
adds filtered volume capacity to the existing Underground Ventilation and Filtration System
(UVFS), allowing greater operational flexibility.
The EPA ' s primary concern regarding the ventilation system is that the site continues to collect
samples that accurately reflect the concentration of radionuclides in the facility exhaust, for the
purpose of demonstrating compliance with public dose limits. The addition of the IVS alters the
duct configuration upstream of Station B, which is the designated sampling point when HEP A
filtration is operating. The main purpose of the April site visit was to observe testing that was
performed to demonstrate that Station B sampling equipment remains able to collect
representative aerosol samples after the modification. The visit also afforded EPA staff an
opportunity to observe both the IVS and preliminary work towards the Supplemental Ventilation
System (SVS), which would establish a separate air circuit in the underground for the purpose of
mmmg.
The DOE provided the EPA with draft and final copies of the report, "Evaluation of Duct Mixing
and Sampling System for Interim Ventilation System at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," which
describes the steps that the site took to qualify sampling Station B, including the analysis of data
collected during the site visit. At the EPA's request, the DOE also provided reference materials,
including test data from a geometrically similar stack, which allowed a complete review of the
report. The EPA found that the DOE has taken appropriate steps to qualify Station B as a
sampling point under the updated ANSVHPS Nl 3 .1-1999 standard, and that with the added IVS,
samples taken at Station B will continue to accurately represent facility exhaust.

2.0 Participants
EPA staff participating the visit were Nick Stone of EPA Region 6 and Jonathan Walsh of the
EPA Office of Radiation and Indoor Air (ORIA). They were joined by Ricardo Maestas and
William Teeter of the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED).
Several DOE and contractor staff participated:
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Larry Madl

Regulatory and Environmental Services (RES), Visit Coordinator

Yen Kiang

RES, Observer

Russ Patterson

Carlsbad Field Office (CBFO) Observer
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Anderson Ward

CBFO, Observer

Jacqueline Davis

Nuclear Waste Partnership (NWP)

Jill Farnsworth

NWP

John Van de Kraats

NWP

Wes Boatwright

RES

Ty Zimmerly

RES

Dirk Robertson

RES

Brent Blunt

Subcontractor to AECOM

3.0 Activities Observed
Underground tour and Supplemental Ventilation System (SVS)
On April 26, 2016, Coefficient of Variation (COV) testing was delayed due to weather, and the
team entered the underground to observe progress on facility recovery and the SVS. The SVS fan
unit has been emplaced in the underground, installed in the air intake drift and configured to pull
a nominal 130,000 cfm of additional air in through the current air intake shaft. A reconfiguration
of underground bulkheads will then allow a separate air circuit for mining and ventilating the
northern experimental area, with the air exhausted through the salt handling shaft. Pressures
would be managed in the repository so that air only leaked from these circuits into the waste
handling (filtered air) circuit, and work has begun to install upgraded pressure and flow sensors
throughout the underground, new continuous radiological monitoring of the underground and
interlocks to prevent the SVS fan from operating if the facility exhaust fans are not running.
There is no immediate plan to implement the SVS. While underground, EPA staff were able to
observe bulkheads and regulators that are under construction as part of the facility recovery, and
a Canberra iCAM equipped with a movable filter detection head, intended to replace the RADOS
CAMs for remote radiological monitoring of the underground.
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Intake side of SVS Fan in S-90 air intake drift

Recently replaced ventilation bulkhead

5

Canberra iCAM with moveable filter head attachment

Differential pressure gauges in E-140
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Observation of Interim Ventilation System (IVS)
Following the underground tour, the EPA and NMED team observed the filtration units and
ductwork of the IVS. Testing of the IVS was postponed on the afternoon of April 26 due to high
winds, and the work resumed on the morning of April 27.
The IVS system consists of two additional fans and filter banks that have been tied into the
existing ductwork in place of fan 700A. They are called fans 960A and B.

7

Underground Ventilation and Filtration System and Interim Ventilation System

700C FNI

Figure 1 - Emission Point (E:xliaust Stack), Statlon B >and Fans
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8

View looking down on new duct work and filter units and fans 960A and B

Side view of duct work, filter and fan unit

9

Ductwork currently open for purposes of testing and "cold start-up," as described in
CBFO's letter dated January 29, 2016

A 45 degree tie-in was used to mimic the geometry of a previously qualified exhaust stack,
simplifying the testing requirements ........
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Coefficient of Variation (COV) Testing
The primary purpose of the site visit was for EPA staff to observe testing to demonstrate that
Station B continues to collect representative aerosol samples, with the addition of the IVS. Per
EPA regulations, the exhaust duct must be qualified using ANSI/HPS Standard N .13 .1-1999,
"Guide to Sampling Airborne Radioactive Materials in Nuclear Facilities." In the case of Station
B, the site has elected to demonstrate that the WIPP underground ventilation system has similar
geometric proportions as a previously qualified exhaust stack. Under this qualification method,
testing must be conducted to confirm that the variation in the air velocities at different points
across the duct is similar to that of the previously qualified duct. EPA observed the velocity
measurements from which the coefficient of variation was calculated.
Site representatives provided the EPA with a copy of Work Order 1617480, Station B Stack
COY Testing with IVS and UVFS (Attachment C). Fan 860A was powered off and fan 860C
placed into service at approximately 9 am, and fans 960 A and B were also turned on. With the
assistance of site Radiation Control (RadCon), engineering personnel followed the procedure and
took a series of air velocity measurements across a vertical and horizontal cross section of the
exhaust duct. Work was completed by 11 am.
Using a pitot tube to take velocity measurements of a horizontal traverse of the duct

11

EPA personnel observed one set of COV tests. In filtration mode, only one 850 fan can be
operated at a time, which means that three ventilation configurations are possible. The same
procedure was repeated on subsequent days for ventilation configurations using fans 850B, and
850A, each of which enter the exhaust duct in a different location.

4.0 Report Review and Conclusions
The final results of COV testing were transmitted to the EPA in the report, "Evaluation of Duct
Mixing and Sampling System for Interim Ventilation System at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,"
(URS-PS-TR-16-0002) on June 3, 2016. The report details the DOE' s work to establish
compliance with Subpart Hof the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
after the modifications to the exhaust and filtration system. Specifically, to continue single point
sampling using the shrouded probe at Station B, the requirements of ANSVHPS standard N 13 .11999, "Guide to Sampling Airborne Radioactive Materials in Nuclear Facilities" must be met.
The standard provides methods for demonstrating that the exhaust air and entrained aerosols are
uniformly mixed at the point of sampling, and that the sampling equipment itself collects
representative samples of the exhaust.
As described above, the site elected to qualify Station B based on an existing qualified stack with
similar geometry, which is allowed by the standard. As depicted in the photographs, new duct
work was specifically designed to enter the existing stack at a 45 degree angle, so that this
method could be used. At the EPA's request, the DOE provided data from the testing of the
similar stack, as well as specifications of the modified WIPP exhaust. The EPA was able to
verify that the DOE used the appropriate criteria from the standard to correctly identify a
geometrically similar stack.
When a geometrically similar stack is used, testing must verify that the COV (the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean value, expressed as a percentage) of air velocity within the center
two-thirds of the stack does not differ arithmetically by more than 5% between the model stack
and the stack that is being qualified. The model stack had a velocity COV of 4.4%, therefore, the
measured COV in velocity at Station B must be between zero and 9.4% to qualify. Testing
resulted in COVs of 4.4%, 5.1 %, and 5.3% for the three possible fan configurations for the WIPP
exhaust. The site procedure and the EPA ' s observations provide objective evidence that this
testing was performed correctly, demonstrating that the facility exhaust is well-mixed at the
Station B sampling point and that single-point sampling with a shrouded probe is appropriate.
The DOE report also addresses requirements set by the ANSVHPS standard for the sampling
efficiency of the probe and sample transport system, and calculates potential wall losses within
the sample lines. The sampling environment has not been changed by the modifications to the
exhaust system, and these calculations are additionally supported by testing performed at the
time the system and the WIPP shrouded probe were designed, building confidence that the
Station B sampling apparatus is able to collect representative aerosol samples.
The EPA finds that the report, observed test activities and supporting materials demonstrate that
the DOE has qualified Station B as a sampling point under the updated ANSVHPS Nl 3.1-1999
standard, and samples collected at that point are adequately representative of facility exhaust.
12
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Distributed : 4-22-16

2016-4-003

WIPP TOUR AGENDA
EPA and NMED
IVS Coefficient of Variation testing
UG tour including SVS Fan
April 26-27, 2016

Tuesday, April 26. 2016
7:00 a.m. Visitors arrive at WIPP site. Met at the gate by Russ Patterson,
Larry Madi and Yen Kiang
-

1

Security to provide underground safety briefing (visitors have taken GET)

17:15 a.m. - Proceed to Training Building, Training Room 4
I

- Donning self-rescuers (W65/SCSR) - John Fernandez

I 8:00 a.m.

Proceed to Lamp Room for PPE, accountability tags/radios
-UG Escorts: Vandekraats, Farnsworth , Zimmerly, Boatwright
to meet in Lamp Room

10:00 a.m. Return to surface
10:30 a.m. Observe Station B (RadCon assist, meet when visitors come topside)
11 :00 a.m . Break for lunch in snack bar (optional)
12:00 p.m. Observe Coefficient of Variation testing
5:00 p.m .

Testing completed . Visitors depart site

Wednesday, April 27, 2016
Agenda to be determined

Photo ID Required
Prohibited attire: dresses, skirts, shorts, open-toe shoes, high-heeled shoes and sandals
Rcvi scd: 4/22/2016

Attachment B: Work Order 1617480, Station B Stack COV Testing with IVS and UVFS
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W.0.# 1617480
STATION B STACK COV TESTING WITH IVS AND UVFS
CONTENTS
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0

PURPOSE/SCOPE .................................................................................................. 2
SPECIAL TOOLS/EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS ........................................................ 2
PRECAUTIONS/LIMITATIONS ............................................................................... 2
PREREQUISITES .................................................................................................... 4
PERFORMANCE ..................................................................................................... 6
TESTING AND RESTORATION ............................................................................ 10
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1.0

PURPOSE/SCOPE
This Work Control Document (WCD) provides instructions for performing a
pitot tube traverse on Station B stack exhaust flow, as requested per vendor
instructions . The traverse will record data from velocity, temperature, and
pressure.

2.0

SPECIAL TOOLS/EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS
MATERIAL LIST

Item

Material Description

Qty

Unit

1

Solution of water and mild soap

AR

EA

2

Denatured alcohol OR
Contact cleaner

AR

EA

AR

EA

Compressed air
3
* - Required Item, all other as required

Pr /Whse
Stock No.

NIA
X-12-0-5120
X-1 2-00010
N/A
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_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
Description

*Safety glasses with side shields.
*Hard Hat
*Hearing Protection
*Nitrile gloves
*Fall Protection Harness
*Safety Toe Shoes
• - Required Item, all other as required .

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Description
*70" or greater standard Pitot tube
*Airdata TEW-1 9 19" temperature extension wand
*Airdata TRC-16 temperature probe extension cord
*Calculator
*Man lift or ladder
* - Required Item, all other as required .

MEASUREMENT & TESTING EQUIPMENT (M&TE)

Description
*Process Calibrator (Temperature and Pressure), Calibrated

Template ~.o

~~ 1617480
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PRECAUTIONS/LIMITATIO NS

3.1

PRECAUTIONS

EYE, FOOT, HEAD, HAND HAZARDS exist. Personnel may be exposed to
hazard while performing work throughout site. Don cut-resistant/mechanics
gloves as needed .
FALLS FROM ELEVATION HAZARD exists. Personnel may be exposed to falls
from elevation due to working from elevated work platform . Use Fall Protection
PPE in accordance with WP 12-IS.01 -10, Industrial Safety Program - Fall
Protection and Prevention when working from aerial man lift platform. Hard hat
must be worn while working on and around work platform. Utilize barriers and
barricades per WP 12 IS.01 -1 procedure. Ensure aerial lift is run by a qualified
operator and a spotter is present throughout the progression of the work
evolution.
MOVING/FALLING OBJECTS FROM HEIGHT HAZARD exists. Personnel may
be exposed to hazard while performing maintenance near aerial lift. Use Fall
Protection PPE in accordance with WP 12-IS.01-10, Industrial Safety Program Fall Protection and Prevention when working from aerial man lift platform . Hard
hat must be worn while working on and around work platform . Utilize barriers
and barricades per WP 12 IS.01-1 procedure.
PINCH POINTS HAZARD exist. Personnel may be exposed to pinch points
hazard while performing maintenance. Don mechanics/cut-resistant gloves
throughout procedure.
RADIOLOGICAL HAZARD exists. Craft may be exposed to Rad iological
Hazards if equipment is in a radiological area. Work to be performed in
accordance with the approved Radiological Work Permit (RWP). A radiological
survey will be required per each traverse and probe measurement. RCT will
check for levels commencurate.
SLIPS AND TRIPS HAZARD exists. Craft may be exposed to slips and

tripping hazards while accessing work area and around the work area
Care should be taken while moving about the work area .

Template 4.0
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OPERATIONAL RESTRICTIONS AND INTERIM CONTROLS
o

ESS-2015-01 Controls

The Controls shall be established and maintained as Programmatic
Administrative Controls
o

The Fire Protection Program (FPP) is relied upon to protect the
FW, CW, and MOI.
•

4.0

Restrict and minimize combustibles in the vicinity (within 25
ft.) of the Exhaust Filter Building (Building 413) and the
above ground UVS exhaust ductwork. Necessary
combustibles to support planned work must be evaluated
and the allowed configurations SHALL be preapproved by
the Fire Protection Engineer (FPE).

PREREQUISITES
•
•
•

Field Work Supervisor (FWS) CONDUCT pre-job brief per WP 04-AD3030.
OBTAIN items shown in Section 2.0,Special Tools/Equipment/Materials .
REQUEST RADCON be at work site to perform RWP surveys and
determinations as needed.

Template 4.0
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NOTE
If deficiencies are found during the performance of this Work Order, document
deficiencies on the Work Status Log and notify the FWS.
- --

5.0

-··---············-

PERFORMANCE
5.1

RWP EVALUATION AND RADCON SURVEY

[ ] 5.1.1

Rad Con Operations (RCO) - PERFORM a RWP evaluation AND
RECORD RWP number below.

~~~~~~~~~~---'/~---DATE
RCS

[ l 5.1 .2

IF RWP is required , THEN RCT and all personnel READ AND
DISCUSS the RWP, radiological hazards, precautions, and
mitigating actions to be taken as documented in the RWP, THEN
SIGN the RWP. MARK N/A if not required .

I
CRAFT

DATE

I
CRAFT

DATE

I
RCT

DATE
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NOTE

During the work evolution, the temperature/pressure probe and pitot tube will be
repeatedly in and out of the access ports, per contractors instruction .

[ ] 5.1.3

Rad Con Tech (RCT)- SURVEY probe/tube and gloved hands
AFTER EACH exit from the access ports to ensure the levels
are commencurate.
IF contamination is found and per RCT request, THEN work
WILL BE STOPPED and the Rad Con Supervisor (RCS) will be
notified.

---------I -----RCT

5.2

DATE

PITOT TUBE PREPERATION

[ ] 5.2.1

CONTACT Radcon for pitot tubes.

[ ] 5.2 .2

INSPECT tube for:

Visible damage
Tip deformation

Tip clogging
Obstruction of ports

------------'-----DATE
CRAFT
[ ] 5.2.3

IF Pitot tube does not pass inspections, THEN REPLACE the Pitot
tube.

!
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MARK insertion depths on probe, (if needed, as close as possible)
as follows:
3.0 inches
: : 8.0 inches
14.0 inches
24.0 inches
· : 48.0 inches
r· 57 .5 inches
64.75 inches
69.5 inches

CRAFT

5.3

DATE

WORK AREA CONFIGURATION

[ J 5.3.1

UTILIZE barricades and barriers per WP 12 IS.01-1, Industrial Safety
Program - Barricades and Barriers.

[ ] 5.3.2

($} ENSURE Firewatch and fire extinguisher are in place BEFORE
MOVING aerial lift into position to perform tasks. [ESS-2015-01)

~~~~~~~~~/~~~~~

CRAFT
[ ] 5.3.3

DATE

REQUEST Facility Operations shut down Building 413 HVAC
System.

~~~~~~~~~/ ~~~~~

CRAFT

DATE

[ ] 5.3.4

ENSURE 413-HD-321-003 damper is open and debris screen is free
of obstructions.

[ ] 5.3.5

REQUEST fans 41-B-960A and 41 -B-9608 are placed in-service
with a flow rate of 26,500 cfm to 27,500 cfm through each fan .

Template 4.0
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6130 [ ] 5.3.7
[ ] 5.3.8

CRAFT

Page 9of1s
REQUEST Facility Operations ensure flow through in-service 860
fanis57,000cfmto60,000cfm.
'6t,O c_ {So ...

.s-t..)

~,.... ~~

ALLOW flow to stabilize before performing pitot tube traverse.
VERIFY Station B mass flow monitoring indicates a nominal flow of
114 KCFM with both 960 fans and in-service 860 fan AND RECORD
read value below.

DATE

Nominal Flow Reading _ _ __ __ _ _ _ kCFM

I
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PITOT TUBE TRAVERSE AT STATION B

NOTE
Use traverse points 90 degrees from each other for data collection. The points may be
adjusted per subcontractor instructions.
No more than 2 plugs should be removed at a time. If more are removed, an
adverse flow condition will be created that will affect calibration data.
The contractor may have sufficient data points prior to full completion of
section 5.4. Per contractors request, you may NIA the incomplete steps of
section 5.4 and skip to step [ ] 5.4.2.32.
D

DIRECTION OF
FLOW

a
Figure 1 - Station B Traverse Penetrations Orientation

6ci>1 [ ] S.4.1

SELECT ANO REMOVE penetration plugs from traverse pitot
access ports at Station B.

Template 4.0
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\

PERFORM pitot tube traverses as varied in Data Blocks for Station
B.

[ I 5.4.2.1

INSERT Pitot tube into an open access port.

NOTE
When recording nominal exhaust flow rate for the UVS and IVS, use CMS point
AP2415 for Loop 41A001W2001.

----·····

6755

/ot5

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -- - - - - [ ] 5.4.2.2

VARY probe depth AND RECORD data for each
block as indicated in applicable Data Block per
operational 860 fan.

[ ] 5.4.2.3

REMOVE Pitot Tube.

[ ] 5.4.2.4

INSERT Temperature/Pressure probe into closest
adjacent access port.

[ ] 5.4.2.5

RECORD temperature and pressure readings per
applicable Data Block.

[ ] 5.4.2.6

REMOVE probes.

Template 4.0
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NOTE
Per steps [ ] 5.4.2.7 and [ ] 5.4.2.20:
•
•
•

Control Damper 413-HD-056-10A and 413-HD-056-108 are the dampers for fan
41-B-860A
Control Damper 413-HD-056-11A and 413-HD-056-118 are the dampers for fan
41-8-8608
Control Damper 413-HD-056-12A and 413-HD-056- 128 are the dampers for fan
41 -8-860C

•
[ ] 5.4.2 .7

WHEN complete with pitot traverse, REQUEST
Facops to:

[ ] 5.4.2.8

SECURE 41-B-960A and 41-8-9608.

[ ] 5.4.2 .9

SECURE lnsevice 860 fan.

[ ] 5.4.2.10

ENSURE to FULLY CLOSE both the inlet and outlet
control damper on all off 860 fans.
·

[ ] 5.4.2 .11

PLACE standby 860 fan in-service.

[ ] 5.4.2 .12

REQUEST fans 41 -B-960A and 41 -8 -9608 are
placed in-service with a flow rate of 26,500 cfm to
27 ,500 cfm through each fan .

[ ] 5.4.2 .13

VERIFY Station B mass flow monitoring indicates a
nominal flow of 114 KCFM with both 960 fans and inservice 860 fan AND RECORD read value below.
/
~~

_________ _ _ _
CRAFT

DATE

Nominal Flow Read - - - - - --

- - - kCFM

[ ] 5.4 .2.14

INSERT Pitot tube into an open access port.

[ ] 5.4.2.15

VARY probe depth AND RECORD data for each
block as indicated in applicable Data Block per
operational 860 fan .

[ ] 5.4.2.16

REMOVE Pitot tube .

Template 4.0
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[ ] 5.4.2.17

INSERT Temperature/Pressure probe into closest
adjacent access port.

[ ] 5.4.2.18

RECORD temperature and pressure readings per
applicable Data Block.

[ ] 5.4.2.19

REMOVE probes.

[ ] 5.4.2.20

WHEN complete with pitot traverse, NOTIFY Facops
to:

[ ] 5.4.2.21

SECURE 41-B-960A and 41-8-9608.

[ ] 5.4.2.22

SECURE lnsevice 860 fan .

[ ] 5.4.2.23

ENSURE to FULLY CLOSE both the inlet and outlet
control damper on all off 860 fans .

[ ] 5.4.2.24

PLACE standby 860 fan in-service,

[ ] 5.4.2.25

REQUEST fans 41-8-960A and 41-8-9608 are
placed in-service with a flow rate of 26,500 cfm to
27,500 cfm through each fan .

[ ] 5.4.2.26

VERIFY Station B mass flow monitoring indicates a
nominal flow of 114 KCFM with both 960 fans and inservice 860 fan AND RECORD read value below.

-CRAFT
--------'----DATE
Nominal Flow Read _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ kCFM
[ ] 5.4.2.27

INSERT Pitot tube into an open access port.

[ ] 5.4.2.28

VARY probe depth AND RECORD data for each
block as indicated in applicable Data Block per
operational 860 fan.

[ ] 5.4.2.29

REMOVE Pitot tube.

[ ] 5.4.2.30

INSERT Temperature/Pressure probe into closest
adjacent access port.

[ ] 5.4.2.31

RECORD temperature and pressure readings per
applicable Data Block.

[ ] 5.4.2.32

REMOVE probes and SECURE penetration plugs in
original configuration.
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VENDOR REQUEST
[ ] 5.5.1

Per Vendor request, IF more readings are needed THEN
REPERFORM section 5.4 as needed and RECORD data in
Work Status Log. NIA if not applicable.

~~~~~~~~-/~~~~~
VENDOR
DATE

[ 15.5 .2

Cognizant Engineer/Responsible Engineer (CE/RE)VERIFY all testing is complete for Work Package.

~~~~~~~-'~~~~CE/RE

DATE

RADCON PITOT TUBE

5.6

[ ] 5.6.1

RCT - SURVEY pitot tube and ENSURE it is commencurate
with site radiological restrictions.

~~~~~~~~'~~~~~
RCT
DATE

6.0

TESTING AND RESTORATION

6.1

POST-JOB RESTORATION

[ ] 6.1.1

FWS

NOTIFY Facops that work on Station B Pitot Tube Traverse is
complete.

DATE

[ ] 6.1 .2

SECURE fans 41-B-960A and 41-B-960B.

[ 16.1.3

REMOVE barriers and barricades.

[ ] 6.1.4

REQUEST Facops restore building 413 HVAC system.

[ ] 6.1.5

RESTORE 413-HD-321-003 damper back to it's original
configuration .

J
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POST-JOB REVIEW

[ ] 6.2.1

FWS CONDUCT post-job review per WP 04-AD3030 .

CRAFT

[ ] 6.2.2

DATE

All personnel affixing initials to these work instructions PROVIDE the
information listed in the PERSONNEL DATA table below:
PERSONNEL DATA

PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE

INITIALS
!

_,,

· - -..

DATE

l
I
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Data Block 1 - Traverse Data per 860A fan
Traverse velocity fpm
Depth (inches) Traverse velocity fpm
VERTICLE
(860A fan operational) (860A fan operational)
1
2

Traverse velocity fpm
(860A fan operational)
3

3.0
8.0
14.0
··-

24.0
48.0
57.5
-

64.75

-·

69.5
Temperature
(Fo)
·······- -········

Pressure
(inWC)
>-··
Depth (inches)
HORIZONTAL

-

-·

Traverse velocity fpm
(860A fan operational)
1

3.0

--

·--

-··

---·
- - -····-·····--··Traverse velocity fpm
Traverse velocity fpm
(860A fan operational) (860A fan operational)
2
3
-··

8.0
14.0
24.0
···---···

48.0
57.5
64.75
···--··

._,.

69.5

Temperature
(Fo)
-·

Pressure
(inWC)

-·-----·

...

-_..............__ ·- -· · ------·-

...............

---~-·~--···------·

·-····· ..

---·-------··..·-·····-

.. ···

-··-
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Data Block 2 - Traverse Data per 8608 fan
Traverse velocity fpm
Depth (inches) Traverse velocity fpm
VERTICLE
(8608
fan operational)
(8608 fan operational)
1
2

Traverse velocity fpm
(8608 fan operational)

3

3.0
8.0

14.0
24.0
---··--

48.0

I

57.5
-·

64.75
69.5
Temperature
~_J Fo )

.....

---- -

...............

""~

Pressure
(inWC)
......
Depth (inches)
HORIZONTAL

i

Traverse velocity fpm
(8608 fan operational)
1

i

Traverse velocity fpm
(8608 fan operational)

Traverse velocity fpm
(8608 fan operational)

2

3

3.0
8.0
--······ -·-

14.0
--····

24.0
48.0

-·

57.5

64.75
--·

69.5

-.....................................
.............

Temperature
(Fo)
-----·-

Pressure
....____ (in WC)

..

. , . .-

!

l

...

~----

··-·-·--··-
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Data Block 3 - Traverse Data per 860C fan
Traverse velocity fpm Traverse velocity fpm
Depth (inches) Traverse velocity fpm
(860C fan operational) (860C fan operational) (860C fan operational)
VERTICLE
1
2
3
3.0
........

8.0
14.0
--·····--

24.0
48.0
··-

57.5
-··

64.75
-· - -

69.5
Temperature
(Fa)
·-··--····

Pressure
(inWC)
Depth (inches)
HORIZONTAL

-··- ....................... .....

············-·········-

..............

.-

--·
Traverse velocity fpm
(860C fan operational)
1

---·--·

~-"

··-···--

Traverse velocity fpm
Traverse velocity fpm
(860C fan operational) (860C fan operational)

3

2

3.0
8.0
14.0
24.0
48.0
57.5
64.75
.........,.........

69.5

--

Temperature
(Fa)
Pressure
(inWC)

I

-·-

--·--·····-·-·-

·-·

Attachment C: Field notes
April 26, 2016:
0700 Arrived at the site. Reviewed safety video and received training in donning rescue
breathers and SCSRs.
0810 Lamp room, tour briefing.
0830 Entered the underground.
0845 In S-90 at W-170, observed the SVS unit. Exact location notated on map.
Nominal 130k cfm. Regulators 302, 521 control flow to north end of mine. Flowsonic flowmeter
installed in S-90, downstream of AIS and upstream of fan.
SVS unit is not designed to operate without full IVS capacity, engineering interlocks and manual
shut-offs designed to prevent independent operation.
0915 Observed permanent bulkhead at RBA in W-30 at S-1950. Bladewerx CAM 240-Rl-0001631 (battery operated) in use. Calib. 11/6/15, valid 1 year. Reading .07 DAC-hr Pu239.
Discussion of mine phones and new wireless repeaters.
0930 Observed CAMs at E-130 S-1950. Canberra iCAM ser. 240-Rl-000-1801, calib. 11/13/15,
1.0 cfm, 0 DAC-hr alpha. Hi-Q gooseneck low-vol as backup, 1.0 cfm
Observed RBA in S-1950 at E-140, former decon location during April 2015. Transition area has
been rolled back to W-170. Walls have been sprayed with water, radiation release required to
work above 8ft on ribs and back.
At S-100- and E-140, observed regulator R313 under reconstruction.
0945 Observed Differential pressure gauging station in E140, south of waste hoist and north of
airlock
Omega instrument read -.34, units unspecified; MagnaheliOx backup read -.6 in H20. Both
calibrated 2/11/16. Upgrade to Rosemont instrumentation is planned to increase accuracy.
1000 Exited underground.
1030 Observed Station B, both skids operating within calibration. Observed IVS from Station A
scaffolding and took pictures.
1430 COV testing postponed to following day due to high winds. Met with Eric Rodriguez,
underground ventilation. Walked down IVS and discussed system operation.
1500 General Employee Training examination.
April 27:
0700 Arrived at the site. Walked down IVS ductwork and took photographs.
17

0900 Ventilation system configured for IVS testing.
0930 Flow rates and stability confirmed by CMR.
0945 First pitot traverse begun.
1015 Measurements complete.

18

